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COMMENTS:
The landmark Sandra Day O’Connor House and Center for Civic Discourse at the Carl Hayden Campus for Sustainability in Tempe
Papago Park is located in the neighborhood north of the intersection of Curry Road and College Avenue, within an area known as
“Tempe Papago Park”. The proposed Historic Designation and Listing in the Tempe Historic Property Register is for a landmark
property consisting of one (1) lot on approximately 0.763 acres, located at 1230 N. College Avenue, Tempe Papago Park, in the AG,
Agricultural District. The House occupies a less than 1 acre portion of the approximately 296 acres Tempe portion of the total 2050
acres of land conveyed by U.S. patent in 1935 that stipulated the land to be used for public recreational purposes. Tempe Papago
Park is part of the larger park that extends into Phoenix, is bordered by Scottsdale, and is known for its exquisite desert beauty. The
park is identified as Public Open Space in the Tempe General Plan 2030. The Carl Hayden Campus for Sustainability honors our
unique environment, our community’s diverse cultures, and its rich history. The campus includes natural and built elements that
together form the opportunity to demonstrate the purpose and meaning behind our community’s approach to sustainability. A letter
requesting consideration of historic designation and listing in the Tempe Historic Property Register for the Sandra Day O’Connor
House was submitted to the Historic Preservation Office by the Honorable Hugh Hallman, Mayor on behalf of the property owner, the
City of Tempe.
PUBLIC INPUT:
On November 4, 2010, Tempe Historic Preservation Commission held a neighborhood meeting to notify property owners, residents,
owners within 300’ and neighborhood/homeowner association representatives within the vicinity of the process and request for
historic district designation. At that meeting, Tempe Historic Preservation Commission reached consensus to hold a public hearing,
take input from the owners, stakeholders, and interested persons and to make a recommendation regarding the proposed
designation. To this date, staff has not received any other comments on the proposed individual property designation.
PROJECT ANALYSIS
SIGNIFICANCE:
The Sandra Day O’Connor House and Center for Civic Discourse is significant under National Park Service Criterion B as the
surviving property most importantly associated with the civic leadership, bipartisan consensus building, and personification of the
limitless Western landscape emblematic of the “Daughter of Arizona” – United States Supreme Court Justice Sandra Day O’Connor.
Retired Supreme Court Justice Sandra Day O’Connor is one of Arizona’s most recognizable and influential public figures. In 1969
she was appointed to the Arizona Senate where she would be re-elected twice afterward, becoming majority leader in 1972, and the
first woman to hold that title in the country. In 1981, she became the first female justice to serve on the United States Supreme
Court. At the time of her Federal appointment she was the first person to have held office in all three branches of Arizona’s state
government. Sandra Day O’Connor enjoys widespread recognition, having served for twenty-four years as the first female justice on
the Supreme Court. On August 12, 2009, she received the Presidential Medal of Freedom, America’s highest civilian honor. Today it
is difficult to imagine a better personification of the spirit of Arizona and the Desert Southwest than the “Daughter of Arizona”, Justice
Sandra Day O’Connor.
The present owner acquired the Paradise Valley property planning to demolish the house and build a larger dwelling. Impending
demolition was the impetus for relocating the house. A moved property significant under Criterion B must be the surviving property
most importantly associated with a particular historic event or an important aspect of an historic person's life. The phrase "most
importantly associated" means that it must be the single surviving property that is most closely associated with the event or with the
part of a person's life for which he or she is historically significant. In the early 1970s and through 1981, when Justice O'Connor
served in the Arizona legislature and as Senate majority leader, her home provided a forum for many heated discussions and
amicable resolutions. Throughout this time the house provided the setting for significant bipartisan growth and development during
some of Arizona’s most formative years. Today, as the Center for Civic Discourse, the house is positioned to once again provide a
forum to explore problems in areas such as healthcare, women's justice, civic education, and the preservation of the Western
landscape and its fragile resources.
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AGE:
Although Justice O’Connor lived in this home with her husband and three children from 1958-1981, the 2009 relocation of the building
to Tempe Papago Park effectively resets the clock. Today the landmark Sandra Day O’Connor House and Center for Civic Discourse
is proposed for designation under the landmark provision of the Tempe Historic Preservation Ordinance as a property which has
achieved significance within the past fifty (50) years.
CONDITION:
Beginning late in 2007, the landmark Sandra Day O’Connor House was carefully moved, with each adobe block numbered, stacked
on pallets, and covered with tarps. Roof sections and structural framing were transported in large assemblies and reinstalled using
heavy equipment. The total relocation process required more than $2 million in private funding. This community-based activity
preserved the historic building to provide meeting space and pay tribute to Justice O’Connor and her family. In 2009, the landmark
Sandra Day O’Connor House and Center for Civic Discourse was reconstructed within the boundaries of the Carl Hayden Campus for
Sustainability at Tempe Papago Park. The new setting was designed by Landscape Architect Christy Ten Eyck, one of Arizona's
outstanding landscape architects. With assistance from the private nonprofit Rio Salado Foundation, this property now provides a
first-class meeting facility in one of the most unique desert settings in the Valley metro area.
SPECIAL CONSIDERATION FOR RELOCATED BUILDINGS:
The National Park Service advises that certain properties, including moved properties, are usually not considered for listing in the
National Register. NPS notes, however, that these properties can be eligible if they meet certain requirements, called ‘Criteria
Considerations,’ in addition to meeting standard eligibility requirements. NPS provides guidelines for determining which properties
must meet these special requirements and for applying Criteria Considerations.
The landmark Sandra Day O’Connor House and Center for Civic Discourse is a property removed from its original location that
remains eligible for historic designation under NPS Criteria Consideration B (moved properties). The property is significant primarily
as the singular surviving property most importantly associated with an historic person – retired United States Supreme Court Justice
Sandra Day O’Connor. Throughout the 1970s, when Justice O'Connor served in the Arizona legislature and as Senate majority
leader, her home provided a forum for many amicable resolutions to heated political discussions. "I remember sessions in the living
room area," Justice O'Connor recalled, "talking about provisions for Arizona that would keep us out of debt but [encourage] progress."
Now, as the ‘Center for Civic Discourse,’ the house will once again serve as a forum for exploring problems in such areas as
healthcare, women's justice, civic education, and the preservation of the Western landscape and its fragile cultural and natural
resources.
INTEGRITY:
Historic integrity is the ability of a property to convey its significance. To be designated historic, a property must have historic
significance and it must maintain sufficient integrity to communicate that significance to persons unfamiliar with the property or with
the community in general. For the case at hand, the landmark Sandra Day O’Connor House and Center for Civic Discourse is
significant as a building property type under NPS Criterion B, based on its association with the life of person significant in the history
of the community; it is also representative of a great community ideal; bipartisan consensus building for social progress. Under this
eligibility scenario, the property maintains significance at the regional (Arizona) level because it continues to maintain integrity of
Setting, Materials, Feeling, and Association and thereby can continue to effectively communicate its significance in a new location.
Detailed analysis of the aspects of integrity was documented in the research report prepared for the Historic Preservation
Commission Neighborhood Meeting held on November 4, 2010, and is available online at www.tempe.gov/historicpres.
CONCLUSION:
The landmark Sandra Day O’Connor House and Center for Civic Discourse at the Carl Hayden Campus for Sustainability in Tempe
Papago Park is recommended for historic designation and listing in the Tempe Historic Property Register because it of its significance
under National Park Service Criterion B as the surviving property most importantly associated with the civic leadership, bipartisan
consensus building, and personification of the limitless Western landscape emblematic of the Daughter of Arizona – United States
Supreme Court Justice Sandra Day O’Connor.
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The basis for historic designation and listing in the Tempe Historic Property Register is provided by Tempe City Code Sec. 14A-4.
Designation of landmarks, historic properties and historic districts –
(a)

The following criteria are established for designation of an individual property, building, structure or archeological site:
(1)

It meets the criteria for listing on the Arizona or national register of historic places;

(2)

It is found to be of exceptional significance and expresses a distinctive character, resulting from:
a.

A significant portion of it is at least fifty (50) years old; is reflective of the city's cultural, social, political or
economic past; and is associated with a person or event significant in local, state or national history; or

b.

It represents an established and familiar visual feature of an area of the city, due to a prominent location or
singular physical feature; or

(3) If it has achieved significance within the past fifty (50) years, it shall be considered eligible for designation as a
landmark if it is an integral and critical part of an historic district or demonstrates exceptional individual importance
by otherwise meeting or exceeding the criteria specified in paragraphs (1) or (2) of this subsection above. At such
time as a landmark becomes fifty (50) years old, it will automatically be reclassified as an historic property.
The Tempe Historic Preservation Office and Planning staff recommend historic designation and listing in the Tempe Historic Property
Register for the landmark Sandra Day O’Connor House and Center for Civic Discourse at the Carl Hayden Campus for Sustainability
in Tempe Papago Park consistent with its eligibility for listing in the National Register of Historic Places based on its significance
under National Park Service Criterion B as the surviving property most importantly associated with the civic leadership, bipartisan
consensus building, and personification of the limitless Western landscape emblematic of the life and career of the Daughter of
Arizona – United States Supreme Court Justice Sandra Day O’Connor.
REASONS FOR APPROVAL:
1. The landmark Sandra Day O’Connor House and Center for Civic Discourse at the Carl Hayden Campus for Sustainability in
Tempe Papago Park meets the criteria established in Section 14a-4(a)(1), the property is eligible for listing on the National
Register of Historic Places.
2. The location is designated as a “Public Open Space” by the General Plan 2030, with the intent to make accessible a rich array of
cultural, historic, natural and recreational resources for public education and enjoyment by the community.
3. Historic Preservation Office has recommended approval for this request by with support by the current property owner.
CONDITIONS OF APPROVAL:
None
SUGGESTED MOTION:
“MOVE THAT THE TEMPE HISTORIC PRESERVATION COMMISSION RECOMMEND TO THE DEVELOPMENT REVIEW
COMMISSION THAT LANDMARK SANDRA DAY O’CONNOR HOUSE BE DESIGNATED HISTORIC AND LISTED IN THE TEMPE
HISTORIC PROPERTY REGISTER”
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HISTORY & FACTS:
01/31/1914

President Woodrow Wilson signed Proclamation No. 1262 declaring the area as the Papago Saguaro
National Monument1

05/14/1926

President Calvin Coolidge confers patent to 40 acres of land in what would subsequently become the
Town of Paradise Valley to Susannah Patton, assignee of Lyman B. Gould.2

03/26/1930

Sandra Day is born in El Paso, Texas to Harry Alfred Day and Ada Mae Wilkey3

04/07/1930

Act of Congress abolishes the Papago Saguaro National Monument4

c1950

Stanford University issues Sandra Day a bachelor’s degree in economics. She subsequently applies and
is accepted to Stanford Law School. During her time there she briefly dated future Supreme Court Chief
Justice William Rehnquist.

05/25/1953

Phoenix Title and Trust records plat for Terraza Verde Subdivision.5

10/17/1957

Sandra Day and her husband John O’Connor purchase Lot #8, Terraza Verde subdivision, Maricopa
County.6

01/21/1958

Scottsdale architect D. K. Taylor completes plans for a House For Mr & Ms John J O’Connor III at 3651
East Denton Lane in that part of Maricopa County which would become the Town of Paradise Valley.7

c1958

John Jay and Sandra Day O’Connor build their new home in near 32nd Street and Stanford Drive in
Paradise Valley, where they would live until 1981 when she was appointed to the Supreme Court. The
home incorporated design styles of architects Frank Lloyd Wright and Cliff May.8

05/24/1961

Town of Paradise Valley established.9

1965-1969

Sandra Day O’Connor begins what would become a continuous career of public service by taking an
appointment as Assistant Attorney General of Arizona.10

1969-1975

Sandra Day O’Connor is appointed to the Arizona State Senate by Republican Governor Jack Williams.
She is re-elected as a Republican to two two-year terms. In 1973, she was elected majority leader.11

1975-1979

Sandra Day O’Connor is elected judge of the Maricopa County Superior Court (Arizona).12

1979-1981

Sandra Day O’Connor is appointed to the Arizona Court of Appeals by Democratic Arizona Governor
Bruce Babbitt. During her time in the Arizona state government, she served in all three of its branches.

07/07/1981

Sandra Day O’Connor nominated by President Reagan to become Associate United States Supreme
Court Justice. Confirmed 99-0 by United States Senate on September 21, 1981, she became the first
woman ever appointed to the United States Supreme Court, on September 25, 1981.13

07/08/1983

John Jay O’Connor III, and Sandra Day O’Connor, husband and wife, sell the property at 3651 East
Denton Lane to John D. and Patricia L. Wilt.14

11/30/2000

New Federal Courthouse in downtown Phoenix is renamed in honor of Justice O’Connor.15

05/27/2005

Thomas and Caroline Ryan, husband and wife, sell property to Robert Robson who planned to demolish
the house and build a larger house. The impending demolition was the impetus for moving the house.
Robson agreed to delay his construction plans for the property until the home could be moved.16
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07/01/2005

Justice Sandra Day O’Connor announces that she will retire after 24 years on the Supreme Court.

01/30/2006

Sandra Day O’Connor leaves office as Associate Justice on the United Sates Supreme Court after 24
years, 4 months, 6 days of service. President George W. Bush appoints Samuel Alito to replace
O’Connor on the Supreme Court, January 31, 2006.17

04/05/2006

Arizona State University renamed its law school the Sandra Day O'Connor College of Law.18

ca. 2007

Efforts begin to relocate the Sandra Day O’Connor house from Paradise Valley to Papago Park.

05/01/2008

Tempe City Council votes unanimously to allow the O'Connor home to be moved to city-owned land
adjacent to the Arizona Historical Society Museum in Papago Park.19

08/12/2009

Sandra Day O’Connor is awarded the Presidential Medal of Freedom, America’s highest civilian honor by
President Barack Obama.20

10/22/2009

Relocation and adaptive reuse of the O’Connor House in Papago Park is completed. The house becomes
a part of Tempe’s Carl Hayden Campus for Sustainability.21

11/11/2009

John Jay O’Connor III, husband of retired Supreme Court Justice Sandra Day O'Connor, dies in Phoenix
of complications from Alzheimer's disease at age 79.22

11/04/2010

Honorable Hugh Hallman, Mayor City of Tempe requests Tempe Historic Preservation Commission
consider historic designation for the landmark Sandra Day O’Connor House and Center for Civic
Discourse at the Carl Hayden Campus for Sustainability in Tempe Papago Park and listing in the Tempe
Historic Property Register 23

11/04/2010

A neighborhood meeting held by the Historic Preservation Commission for historic designation and listing
in the Tempe Historic Property Register for the landmark Sandra Day O’Connor House and Center for
Civic Discourse at the Carl Hayden Campus for Sustainability in Tempe Papago Park.24

12/09/2010

A public hearing held by the Historic Preservation Commission for historic designation and listing in the
Tempe Historic Property Register for the landmark Sandra Day O’Connor House and Center for Civic
Discourse at the Carl Hayden Campus for Sustainability in Tempe Papago Park.25

December 14, 2010

Development Review Commission scheduled hearing for this request.

January 13, 2011

Tempe City Council scheduled hearing for this request.

January 27, 2011

Tempe City Council scheduled hearing for historic designation and listing on the Tempe Historic Property
Register for the landmark Sandra Day O’Connor House and Center for Civic Discourse at the Carl Hayden
Campus for Sustainability in Tempe Papago Park

CODE REFERENCE:
Zoning and Development Code, Section 6-304, Zoning Amendment
City Code, Chapter 14a, Historic Preservation
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Township two north of Range three east of the Gila and Salt River Meridian, Arizona, containing forty acres.”
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Biskupic, Joan, 2005, “Sandra Day O'Connor: how the first woman on the Supreme Court became its most influential
justice” HarperCollins, Biography & Autobiography - 419 pages accessed 10/29/2010 online at:
http://books.google.com/ “ To ready herself for the birth of her first child, Ada Mae Day left her home on an Arizona
ranch and her husband of three years. She traveled two hundred miles east to her mother’s place in El Paso, Texas, to
be near a city hospital.”
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even basic preservation and management tasks. Over time, it became a popular tourist destination and camping spot, but
had insufficient funds to repair graffiti or advertisements painted on the rocks. Additionally, many saguaros, the
namesake cacti of the national monument, were stolen for landscaping or for sale. Other factors included an opportunity
to install a canal for a bass hatchery to support sports fishing. The canal easement also allowed for massive power lines
that distracted from the national monument’s image of protecting natural resources.”
5
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http://156.42.40.50/tifmaps/057/057P0201.pdf “Terraza Verde plat- 1953 Section 13 T2N R3E TERRAZA VERDE
PLAT MAP Recording Date 5/25/1953 Recording Number 19530068902 BOOK 52 PAGE 2”
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Judge Advocate General's Corps in Germany; Sandra worked as a civilian attorney for Quartermaster Market Center in
Frankfurt. "There were many opportunities for American lawyers," she said, "We seriously considered it." Ultimately,
they returned to Arizona to make a home in the state's capital and economic center. "Both of us felt we wanted to be
involved in our community, and that's what drew us back," O'Connor said. The couple first lived at the Park Lee Alice
Apartments in Phoenix, designed by Midcentury Modern architect Ralph Haver. They later bought land near 32nd
Street and Stanford Drive in Paradise Valley. The area was in the middle of nowhere then, just north of the Arizona
Canal. It would be several years before Paradise Valley was officially incorporated in 1961 - which the O'Connors also
helped push. "We liked the property," she said. "It was entirely desert, with a beautiful view of Camelback Mountain."
Read more: http://www.azcentral.com/style/hfe/decor/articles/2010/03/24/20100324sandra-day-oconnor-historic-houserebuilt-papago.html#ixzz13nNIJg6T
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Strategic Plan” accessed 12/13/2010 at KARL database record: 2008.0000.0019 “Donald Keith Taylor registered as an
architect with the Arizona Sate Board of Technical Registration in 1955 (number 2362). He had an architectural office
in Scottsdale from 1956 until 1960 doing business eponymously as D. K. Taylor and under the boniness name Phoenix
Associated Architects. Taylor was a modernist willing to work with a traditional, hand-crafted material: the adobe
brick. This combination of modernism with a traditional western component (so traditional, in fact, that the Native
Americans used it before the Spaniards arrived) was the quintessential Scottsdale style of the time. Taylor's
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Historic Places, a process that can take up to a year and involves assessing the integrity of the reconstruction and
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9
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20

Museum of Learning: Explore a Virtual Museum of Knowledge - Sandra Day O'Connor: Legacy Awards accessed
12/13/10 online at: http://www.museumstuff.com/learn/topics/Sandra_Day_O'Connor::sub::Legacy_Awards “The
Presidential Medal of Freedom is a decoration bestowed by the President of the United States and is – along with the
equivalent Congressional Gold Medal bestowed by an act of U.S. Congress – the highest civilian award in the U.S. It
recognizes those individuals who have made "an especially meritorious contribution to the security or national interests
of the United States, world peace, cultural or other significant public or private endeavors."
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Náñez, Dianna M. - Arizona Republic “O'Connor family home moved to historical park in Arizona” 10/23/2009
accessed online 11/25/200 at: http://www.usatoday.com/news/nation/2009-10-22-oconnor-house_N.htm “TEMPE,
Ariz. — Former U.S. Supreme Court justice Sandra Day O'Connor said she could not mask her emotion at the sight of
her 1958 adobe house restored on a desert bluff in Papago Park in Tempe. "I burst into tears, it was so perfect," she
said. The house contains myriad memories of O'Connor's life in Arizona, where she became one of a small group of
women to practice law during the 1950s. O'Connor hosted Richard Nixon and Barry Goldwater and was vetted for the
Supreme Court in the 1,700-square-foot adobe. In 2005, when friends discovered the house was to be demolished, they
recognized the adobe's historical significance and rallied to save it. Rarely deterred, O'Connor had an uncharacteristic
response to the move.”
22

Faherty, John and Matthew Benson - Arizona Republic Nov. 12, 2009 “John O'Connor dies at age 79; Justice's
spouse
was
expert
lawyer”
accessed
online
11/25/200
at:
http://www.azcentral.com/arizonarepublic/local/articles/2009/11/12/20091112oconnor-obit.html#ixzz1450AOwVO
“O'Connor was remembered by friends and family for his sense of humor, his gift for storytelling, and his embrace of
civic and charitable causes. But he may be best known for his longtime commitment to his wife. For 25 years,
O'Connor was an accomplished attorney in Phoenix. Then in 1981, he chose to reduce his career aspirations and moved
to Washington with his wife so they could be together while she served on the nation's highest court.”

23

City of Tempe, Mayor Hugh Hallman, letter to Tempe HPC dated 11/04/2010 accessed online 11/25/200 at:
http://www.tempe.gov/historicpres/Designations/OconnorHouse/MayorLetterIntro.pdf “The opportunity to relocate
both the home and the spirit of Sandra Day O’Connor to Tempe’s spectacular Papago Park was a broad based
community effort. This stunning adobe house has witnessed more than Justice O’Connor’s life’s journey; for 25 years
the home saw much of the state’s history made. People got to know one another in this house, had fun and reached
compromises that crossed party lines. In the process, friendships were created that helped make Arizona a better palce
to live. It is a gift to Tempe and to the community at large to make the house service, once again, as a gathering place
where people ling the level of compromise and consensus needed to move society forward. In recognition of the
significance of this house, I ask that you consider bringing forward historic property designation and list the landmark
Sandra Day O’Connor House and Center for Civic Discourse on the Tempe Historic Property Register. It is with
gratitude for your service that I request you consider an application for Historic Property Designation and encourage
your favorable consideration for this important community cultural resource”
24

City of Tempe Historic Preservation Office 11/04/2010, “Research Report to Historic Preservation Commission
Neighborhood
Meeting
at
HPC”
accessed
12/13/2010
online
at:
http://www.tempe.gov/historicpres/Designations/OconnorHouse/SDOH-NM1.pdf “The landmark home of retired
United States Supreme Court Justice Sandra Day O’Connor and the new Center for Civic Discourse at the Carl Hayden
Campus for Sustainability was relocated to Tempe Papago Park in 2009 through the efforts of a grassroots group of
civic-minded citizens who enthusiastically endorsed Justice O'Connor's wish to re-purpose the house as the "Camp
David" of the Southwest. The property located at 1230 North College Avenue in Tempe Papago Park has been
nominated for landmark designation and listing in the Tempe Historic Property Register. The property is considered
eligible for this action by the Historic Preservation Office. The landmark Sandra Day O’Connor House is significant
primarily as the surviving property most importantly associated with a life of distinguished public service spent building
consensus with a style rich in Western pragmatism that has incrementally shaped the law, unified a divided Court, and
helped a polarized nation coalesce. Today it is difficult to imagine a better personification of the spirit of Arizona than
the so-called “Daughter of Arizona”, United States Supreme Court Justice Sandra Day O’Connor.”
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City of Tempe Historic Preservation Office Staff Summary Report for the Tempe Historic Preservation Commission
Meeting on 12/09/2010 accessed online at: “
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